
 
 

Wednesday, October 26, 2022 
 
Key Thought & Introduction:  We teach the Bible illogically, telling 

stories out of order.  We end up with facts without a real 
understanding of how it all fits together.  Though the Bible is 
made up of 66 books, it is a whole, and it tells the story of God 
from “In the beginning, God,” to “Yes, I am coming soon.”   

 Our goal in this class is to teach the Bible systematically and see 
the Bible as a whole and see how God worked throughout 
history.  We will also be reminded that He is still at work! 

The First Section:  The Period of Creation or Beginnings. 
The Second:  The Period of the Patriarchs. 
The Third:  The Period of Moses and the Exodus 
 

The Fourth Section:   
The Period of Judges and Becoming a Nation 

 
Interesting Fact:  This period has an assortment of incredible Bible 

stories.  Some are fascinating (walls of Jericho), some are unusual 
(the sun stood still), some are quotable (Joshua 24:15, “As for me 
and my house, we will serve the Lord”), some are bloody (Jael 
and Sisera, Jephthah’s daughter), and some are hard to make 
sense of.  (Samson is a hero—but he was more evil than good.)  

Bible Readings:  J____________, J___________, R___________, and 
parts of 1 S _________________________________________ . 

Transition:  The previous period ends at the death of M___________ 
and the call of J_____________ to be his successor.  God’s 
i_______________ for l_______________ in Joshua 1 should be 
understood by every l_______________ on every level—family, 
church, business, and government.  

Years:  From approximately ____________ to  _____________  b.c. 

Key Accomplishment:  In these years, the Hebrews transitioned from 
n_______________ to a n_______________. 

Key Characters: 

 J _________________________________________________ . 

 R _________________________________________________ . 

A multitude of J_______ ___:  D___________, G____________, 
J___________, and S ___________________________ . 

R_______________ and B _____________________________ . 

 S _________________________________________________ . 

Key Events 

1. The C__________ of J _____________________  (Joshua 1) 

2. The C__________ of the J _________________  (Joshua 3-4) 

3. The C_______________ at G ________________ (Joshua 5) 

4. The F__________ of the w __________________ (Joshua 6) 

5. The D__________ of the L ______________ (Joshua 14-22) 

6. The F____________ of J ________________  (Joshua 23-24) 

7. The L____________ of the J __________________  (Judges) 

Key Doctrines 

1. God does b__________ or j__________ a nation based on 
o_____________.  We see a pattern of r____________, 
o____________, r____________, and d____________. 


